
24. Blowpipe



Problem

A small, lightweight projectile is shot 
out of a blowpipe. Investigate and 
measure the speed of the projectile. 



Interpreting The Problem 
-Key Terms-

Small, lightweight projectile: tapioca balls (mass of 0.2g)
 

Blowpipe: hollow tube, able to blow through both ends (straw)
 

Speed: distance/time 

 



1. Theory



Projectile Motion



Tightness of Airways



Lung Capacity
- P



Predictions of 
Theory
● he higher the lung capacity(higher peak flow) 
= faster projectile

● More open airways (correlates to lung strength) 
-> higher peak flow -> more force blown 
towards the projectile=faster projectile

 

  

● Peak flow metre
● L/minute



2. Experiment



Variables
Independent Variable: Lung Capacity 
- Person 1: 650L/min
- Person 2: 400L/min

Dependant Variable:
- Time taken (s) for tapioca balls to reach 4 meters 



Method
● Measure the lung capacity of participates using a blow test
● Insert a tapioca ball at the base of the straw (closest to the 

mouth)
● Blow the tapioca ball as strong as possible horizontally
● Record the time taken from when the participate blew the 

tapioca ball and when it reached 4 meters. 
● Repeat the experiment 5 more times
● Repeat the method with another participate. 



Experimental 
Evidence



Experimental Evidence
Graph



Experimental Evidence
Graph



3. Conclusion



Analysis of Theory and Evidence

 

Analysis of graphs, Theory, Predictions of theory

● Graph 1 shows comparisons of lung capacity and airway health/tightness
● Graph 2 shows comparisons of lung capacity and speed
● Lung capacity of 650L/min v.s. 400L/min 
● 15.3 m/s v.s. 8.7 m/s
● Speed was calculated using Speed= Distance / Time
● Predictions and hypotheses were correct in comparing the lung strength with 

speed 
● Better lung strength (L/min) produced faster speed of projectile
● Possible errors: some errors were prevalent in measurement of distance 



Raw data, photos

4. Appendixes



Making Butter Using 
Milk

Raw Data


